


What is stop and search? 

Stop and search is a police power that allows officers to detain a person and search them, using 
force if necessary.


Police powers to stop and search are drawn from a range of legislation, but the majority of stops 
fall under Section 1 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, and associated legislation in-
cluding Section 23 of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 (Home Office, 2018a). Code of Practice A 
regulates these powers (Home Office, 2015, 24-26).


These powers require that the officer conducting the search must have “reasonable grounds” for 
suspecting that an individual they search is in possession of prohibited articles – stolen articles, 
weapons, drugs, firearms or ammunition. Although is it not defined in legislation, it is commonly 
understood that “reasonable grounds” must be based on objective reasons, rather than personal 
attributes. Specific intelligence, evidence, or an allegation that identifies the person being 
searched are legitimate reasons; being in a “high crime area”, “behaving suspiciously” or “smelling 
of cannabis” are not.


Other search powers relating to specific settings and scenarios also exist. For example, searches 
performed under Schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000 permit police to search, copy and keep 
data from digital devices such as laptops and phones – however, this power can only be invoked 
at international railway stations, ports and airports, rather than everyday policing duties. Section 
60 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 was designed to provide an exceptional re-
sponse where serious violence is anticipated. It allows officers to stop and search anybody in an 
area where the use of the power has been authorised. Authorisation lasts 24 hours and can be 
extended for a further 24 hours. In both cases, officers do not need reasonable grounds to search 
individuals.


Read our guide Stop and Search: A guide for parents and children for more information.


What are your rights? 

The police will ask an individual many questions during the course of a stop and search. First, it is 
important to identify the scenario in which the questioning is taking place.


Have you been stopped on the street and asked what you are up to? If so, this amounts to a Stop 
and Account. In this instance, officers do not have a legal power to force you to stay with them, or 
answer these questions, and individuals are under no legal obligation to do so (although note that 
the position is different when you are in or on a vehicle (Section 163 Road Traffic Act 1988). 


However, refusing to answer such questions may be considered suspicious by the officer, who 
may go on to conduct a search (using their legal powers). Unfortunately, there is no national re-
quirement that people who are stopped and asked to account for themselves are given a record 
of the stop (although some forces do provide one).


An officer who decides to search you must state the power under which it is conducted. When 
this happens, you still have rights that you can exercise. The Y-Stop project details them under 
the acronym S E A R C H:


Stay calm: Staying calm helps you to influence the outcome of the encounter and end it faster 
than if you get angry and aggressive. If you start to feel angry, try and calm yourself down by tak-
ing deep breaths. 


Eye contact: Making eye contact with the police officer can make you feel more equal to them 
and more engaged in the conversation. Try not to let anger or fear get the better of you and try to 
remain polite even if the officer is not. 


https://www.stop-watch.org/news-comment/story/stop-and-seach-a-guide-for-parents-and-children-plus-short-film


Ask questions: Treating the encounter as a conversation and not a confrontation can help. When 
a police officer asks you a question, answer them and feel free to ask some questions back. 


The following questions should help you. They are called the ‘4 W’s’: 

	 > Why are you stopping me (reasons and legal power used*)? 

	 > What are you looking for? 
	 > Who are you (name and ID number)? 
	 > Where are you from (police station)? 


Record / receipt: The receipt is your official proof of the search. The officer(s) involved should 
give you one, or tell you how and where you can get a copy later. When you receive the receipt, 
you should check it complete and accurate.

Recording the encounter yourself on a smart phone can provide a record of what has happened 
and may help to ensure that officers behave professionally. However, it also has the potential to 
escalate encounters if police officers do not want to be filmed, so you should judge whether it is 
appropriate to make a video or audio recording. If you do make a record, you should inform the 
police officer that you are going to get your phone out and film the search (Note: reaching into 
your pocket without warning might be misinterpreted by the police as a threat). Alternatively, you 
could ask a bystander to film the interaction. In all cases, the police cannot take your recording 
device unless they have reason to suspect it is stolen.


Confidence: Be prepared to be stopped and searched. Understanding the rights young people 
are supposed to have can help you act more confidently during your encounter with the police. 


Hold to account: When police do not behave properly you can take further action such as mak-
ing an official complaint. 


Y-Stop has created an app to make it easier to complain about stop and search. 


The app allows people to: 


	 > Report stop and search experiences or ones they witness 
	 > Record video/audio of police interactions and send it to Y-STOP 

	 > Connect with lawyers and experts for support

	 > Make a complaint directly to police 
	 > Know what their rights are to keep them safe 

https://y-stop.org

